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In many ways Solon is a transitional figure in Athenian, if not in Greek, history. 
As lawgiver and reformer he stood on the threshold of the political, social and 
economic development of Athens.' As thinker he is considered important in the 
movement towards abstract thought in Greek philosophy. 2 He also survives 
alone as the earliest Athenian poet, followed by Aristophanes a century later. 3 

He was, in the words of Linforth, 'the first author who consciously mentions the 
Attic language as a separate unity', and 'the first who ever used the Attic 
language for literary purposes' .4 But he was also responsible (with Draco as an 
uncertain predecessor) for the first written code of law in Athens. 5 Ostwald has 
argued persuasively that the transition from traditional unwritten 8w!loi to 
written v6!lOt took place during the years 511110 to 464/3 BC, and that for Draco 
and Solon the formulation in writing of their legislation was incidental to its 
validity: the use of 8ca!l6<; and v6!lo<; in reference to their legislation is still fluid 
and interchangeable. 6 But the fact of their using writing for recording and 
publishing their laws makes Draco and Solon the 'founders of Attic prose 
writing'. 7 Moreover, it involves Solon in the transition from a society in which 
information and experience were for the most part recorded and communicated 
orally-and especially in poetry-to one in which writing-and prose writing at 
that-would increasingly fulfil this function. 8 It is this aspect, as it is reflected in 
Solon's extant poetry and the testimonia, that we shall examine in this paper. 

The poetry ascribed to Solon amounts in West's edition of Greek iambic and 
elegiac verse9 to some thirty-five numbered fragments of a line or more, with a 
total of just over 280 lines. This relatively large legacy is certainly due to Solon's 
reputation as lawgiver and sage. The many quotations from his poetry (including 
the twenty-seven lines of fr.36W) in the otherwise concise 'A8T)vaimv rcoA.ncia 
are ample evidence of this esteem for his thought and ability to formulate it in 
verse.10 

Solon's surviving poetry comprises elegiac verse (twenty-seven fragments 
totalling 217 lines), iambic trimeters (five fragments totalling 43 lines) and 
tetrameters (three fragments totalling 21 lines), and a (probably spurious) 
hexameter fragment of two lines." Diogenes Laertius (1,61) also mentions 
epodes, of which, however , nothing has survived. Diogenes attributed to Solon 
5000 lines of elegiac verse alone, which some have considered too large an 
amount for someone who was not a full-time poet. 12 0n the other hand, however, 
Solon's actual work of reform occupied only a few years of his long life of eighty 
years . 13 It is evident from the extant fragments that his poetry actually accompanied 
his thought, experience and work at different stages of his life. Active involvement 
in the politic<tl and economic life of Athens did not necessarily impede, but 
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could-from a need to explain, justify and persuade-actually have generated 
the composition of verse before , during and after his official year of office. His 
poem on Salamis, for example, composed around 600 BC to exhort the Athenians 
in their rivalry with Megara to capture the island, and represented for us by only 
three fragments of eight lines in all , contained according to Plutarch (So/.8,3) one 
hundred lines and was 'very gracefully composed' (xapt£vnoc; rcavu TCETCOLllJ.lEVOV). 

Also , his many and long travels as merchant and tourist must have provided 
the necessary stimulus and leisure to compose a large amount of verse. Two 
episodes are recorded in the testimonia which illustrate this . When Solon visited 
Egypt and heard the history of Atlantis from two learned priests , he started a 
poem on the subject, though he did not finish it.'~ On his visit to Cyprus, he 
helped king Philocyprus to improve his city Aepeia. The king renamed the city 
Soli in honour of Solon, and the famous lawgiver-poet composed a farewell elegy 
of which six lines survive (fr.19W). ts 

His poems (as far as we can judge from the extant fragments) constantly refe r 
to events and experiences of hi s life: his reforms (frr.4a, 5-7 , 12, 13, 32-34, 
36W); the tyranny of Peisistratus (frr. 9-11 W), and the meditation and gnomai 
on the human condition (frr.l4-18 , 20-21 , 22a-27, 38-40W). Plutarch (Anwt. 
Lib.5) quotes fragments 25 and 26W as examples of poetry from Solon's youth 
and old age respectively , and from Solon 's own words we learn that he composed 
verse well into old age, still mentally alert and inquisitive: 'but I grow old, ever 
learning many things' (YllPcio-Km 8'ad rcoA.Aa 8t8ao-K6~t~::voc;, fr.l8W). "' 

But there is evidence that for Solon himself poetry was not his main metier. 
Plato has the younger Critias reca ll the following judgment of Solon 's poetry by 
the elder Critias: 'If only ... he had not taken up poetry as a by-play (rcup£pyQ)) 
but had worked hard at it like others , and if he had completed the story he 
brought here from Egypt, instead of being forced to lay it aside owing to the 
seditions and all the other evils he found here on his return ,-why then , I say , 
neither Hesiod nor Homer nor any other poet would ever have proved more 
famous than he ' . 17 Of course , the younger Critias , who claimed descent from 
Solon, '8 had reason enough to exaggerate, but Plutarch records something similar 
in his survey of Solon 's poetic activity: 'And he seems to have composed his 
poetry at first with no serious end in view, but amusement and diversion (rca(~cov 
... wi rcapciy(I)v) in his hours of leisure. Then later, he put philosophic maxims 
into verse, and interwove many political teachings in his poems , not simply to 
record and transmit them, but because they contained justifications of his acts, 
and sometimes exhortations , admonitions, and rebukes to the Athenians' . 19 

Modern judgements on Solon 's poetry tend in essence to follow Plutarch's 
assessment, but to apply it negatively , relegating the poet to an inferior position 
relative to the reformer. sage or statesman . In 1893 Wilamowitz, while recognizing 
Solon's role as precursor of Cleisthenes and Aeschylus, judged his poetry thus: 
'ein grosser Dichter war er nicht , aber cin weiser unci from mer unci guter Mensch, 
was clenn doch mchr ist'. "' 

For Lehmann-Haupt 'what we value most in Solon's poetry is the insight which 
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his verses give into his political views and their development. He is not so much 
the poet in the highest sense of the word , the conceiver of lofty views and of 
striking and picturesque metaphors, swayed by intense emotions of the heart , 
which find their vent in passionate and sounding verses'." One can only wonder 
at the criteria used to judge a poet ' in the highest sense of the word ' -criteria 
which, even if they could be applied, would disqualify a great deal of poetry 
before and after the Romantic age, and , incidentally, qualify as much inferior 
verse . 

Kathleen Freeman examined the poems as evidence for the constitutional 
reforms and the reformer's personality, and , while conceding the value of the 
poems for an understanding of the thought behind the reforms, found no actual 
details of the constitutional reforms in the poetry . This hardly surprises anyone 
who keeps in mind that details of constitutional reform are unpromising poetical 
material , even for a poet in an oral culture. 'He had no poetic imagination ', is her 
eventual judgement, ' though he took pleasure in writing verses, and was devoted 
to Homer, Sappho, and his fri end Mimnermos ' .'' 

Even the normally astute Hermann Frankel applies dubious criteria in evaluating 
Solon's poetry. The songs of Alcaeus arc on the whole more poetic because they 
are more impulsive and lively in swiftly-changing emotions and in sharp and clear 
pictures of momentary conditions. Multiplicity of moods, so strikingly expressed 
in Alcaeus , is wanting in Solon 's verses, for here the person of the speaker is 
wholly taken up in his subject. while the contrary is true of the Lesbian ' .'-' This 
just does not make sense: degrees of personal involvement on the part of Solon 
and Alcaeus cannot be determined ; m1d in any case , personal involvement is not 
a prerequisite of a multiplicity of moods . It is no wonder that Lehmann-Haupt 
holds exactly the opposite view: 'Hence the general scope and the unity of hi s 
aspirations are preserved to us in a delightful variety of momentary impressions 
and changing moods' .,. Such diametrically opposed statements , proceeding from 
fundamentally the same invalid critical position , amount to little more than 
subjective or personal opinion. Frankel concludes: 'Neither is he a true poet: he 
does not create a new world of thought and form , but through his writings as 
through hi s deeds he plays a distinguished part in the improvement of the world 
as it is . . .. Solon does not transform rea lity into autonomous poetry, and 
therefore his poems have neither the pure and lucid transparency nor the fierce 
passion or delicate inwardness of Greek lyric'. 25 No one would place Solon in the 
same category as the best lyric poets , but to use their achievement in what was 
strictly speaking a different poetic genre and milieu , in order to measure Solon is, 
to say the least, unfair criticism. 

More positive, and closer to what must have been the realities of Solon's 
problem of communicating with his audience, are the following judgements. 
Schmid remains close to Plutarch: 'Er hat in diesenliterarischen Formen wichtige 
Werkzeuge gefunden, um in seinem Yolk fi.ir seine Gesetzgebung Bahn zu brechen , 
Stimmung zu machen, Verstandnis zu verbreiten'. zr, Will is suspicious of the idea 
that Solon only wrote in verse-form because prose had not yet developed as a 
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means of communicating. 27 The quality of the verse, the technical skill and ease, 
the sound-patterns, the clarity and self-consciousness of the expression belong to 
a practised rather than a part-time poet. One wonders with Aly how Solon could 
have been Athens' first poet if he wrote it only f:v n:apEpycp. 28 Havelock states the 
case most explicitly: 'He was not a politician by profession and a poet by accident. 
His superior command of metrical composition gave him his efficacy as a policy
maker. His policies became inscribed on the memory of his audience so that they 
knew what they were and were able to carry them out. '29 

Instead of value-judgements that contiibute little to our understanding of 
Solon's verse, we may from the same statement by Plutarch draw important 
information about the nature and function of Solon's poetry in its context. We 
learn that in Athens in Solon's time poetry (specifically elegy and iambus) was 
still the recognized means of forming, preserving and transmitting information 
and doctrine, for communicating with and persuading the public at large. Poetry 
in ancient Greece, particularly in Solon's case, fulfilled the functions of modern
day mass media and information storage-systems. This poetry, moreover , even 
when composed in writing, was performed live before an audience. 30 Whether 
one places alphabetism in Greece earlier or later on a time-scale from 1000 to 700 
B.C. ,31 there is little doubt that the skill of writing and reading was largely limited 
to those who needed it in a professional capacity (whether as poets, rhapsodists , 
chorus-trainers, teachers, merchants , officials, or craftsmen) and that for the 
general population of the polis it remained until the time of Plato at most an aid to 
memory rather than a complete means of recording and communication. What 
we read as a poetic text was-to use semiotic terminology-an orally communi
cated, and aurally received, encoding of reality. The visual element was the act of 
watching a performance, not scanning a written text. 

In the external evidence of the testimonia and in the internal evidence of the 
surviving poetry itself there are no surprises concerning the performance of 
Solon's elegiac or iambic verse. We know that elegiac or iambic poetry were 
performed live with or without musical accompaniment. Elegy as 'song' or chant 
was closer to lyric in this respect, being often accompanied by pipes, while iambus 
was delivered almost entirely as Spreclwers , or monologue recitation. The initial 
and main occasions for such performance were before a gathering which ranged 
from the citizens in the agora or at an official ceremony to the less formal groups 
of peers on a battlefield or at a symposiumY 

That Solon used writing in the composition of his verse goes without saying. 
The younger Critias claimed to have memorized in childhood and to have 
eventually inherited from his grandfather, the elder Critias, Solon's written 
transcriptions of Egyptian names into GreekY Plutarch prefaces his quotation 
from the Salamis-elegy (fr.l W) with the statement that Solon, frustrated by the 
law forbidding any reference to Salamis as a bone of contention between Athens 
and Megara 'in writing or speech' (J.llltE ypchvm nva J.n1t'dn:dv) , feigned 
insanity, secretly composed (auv8Eic;) some elegiac lines , rehearsed them 
(J.LEAEtrjaac;) in order to be able to say them from memory (MyEl v an:o at6J.Latoc;), 
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went to the agora and, wearing a herald's cap and standing on the herald's stone, 
'went through' (ou::l;f1/c8E) the poem before the assembled crowd. 34 1t seems certain 
that cruv8Eic; here refers to written composition as opposed to memorization. 35 The 
delivery in the guise of a herald is, if true, admittedly a special case, enforced by 
circumstances: Solon wanted to ensure his personal safety in addition to reaching 
an audience. It does not necessarily apply to the performance of his other poetry. 
But his own opening words enlighten us further : 'In person as a herald have I 
come from lovely Salamis; I an ornament of words, a song instead of a speech 
have I composed' (utnoc; Kfipus Tj/c8ov cHp' tJ.lEpcf)c; LUAUJ.ll:voc;, I KOcrJ.lov £n£o)V 
Q:Joijv av1'ayopf)c; 8£J.lEvoc;, fr.l W). Solon could have made a speech, at this stage 
perhaps not yet a developed literary form, but certainly effective as an oral 
delivery, 36 but he chose to deliver his message in the form of poetry, composed 
carefully with the persuasive power of rhythmic language and delivered with the 
impact that only a live performer can achieve. And at this level the choice of 
poetry as the form of communication is relevant to all his verse. Solon himself was 
aware of the greater effectiveness of the KOO"J.lOV £n£olV Q:Jor']v , a poem composed 
to be 'sung' in comparison with a prose speech. 37 

Solon's poems were also chanted or recited by others. Again we turn to Plato's 
Timaeus where Critias explains how as a child often he joined in with other boys, 
during the third day ('Cureotis') of the festival of the Apaturia in honour of 
Dionysus, in the recitation contests (6.8/cu ... pmvcpoiuc;) . 'So', he continues, 
'while many poems of many poets were declaimed (£/c£x8TJ), since the poems of 
Solon were at that time new, many of us children chanted them ( t\crUJ.lEV )'. 38 The 
verb aEiOEtv normally refers to singing, but the context of recitation-contests and 
declamation points to chanting with or without musical accompaniment , but 
certainly without choreography.39 The same applies to the challenge, and 
presumably the performance, of Demosthenes when calling the attention of 
Aeschines to Solon's elegy on the self-destruction threatening Athens. Demos
thenes uses the word My£ to preface his quotation of what seems an all but 
complete poem.40 

In the final analysis , however, it is the internal evidence of the poems 
themselves that must be examined to determine their nature and function. 'Solon 
is a writer of verse which still invites memorization', writes Havelock.~• Certain 
elements in such orally communicated and transmitted verses have been identified. 
The awareness of a listening and watching audience that must be persuaded and 
informed and presented with an encoding of knowledge and experience which 
will be conveniently and faithfully memorized for transmission to future 
generations, generates what we identify as patterns, tendencies or elements of 
thought in such a code or 'text'. Acoustic effects such as alliteration and 
assonance aid memorization; concrete rather than abstract argument and illus
tration are more easily grasped and retained by a live audience at the normally 
one and only performance; paratactic and asyndetic statements, repetitions, 
parallel versions of the same idea or theme, associative linking and summarizing 
ring-composition all clarify and reinforce the message; and the whole is emphasized 
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by the personal appearance of a performer, usually the poet himself. 42 

Such elements have been found in Solon's poetry. Discussing fr.lD (13W) , 
Lesky pointed out the multitude of ideas in associative linking, repetition or 
multiplication of examples without any elaborately planned structure. 43 Wilam
owitz had already described the parts of the poem as the 'Glieder einer Kette' ,44 

Lattimore felt that 'we are watching Solon think' and that the poem was 'written 
forward , as if the writer were speaking',45 and D 'Agostino speaks of 'un certo 
ondeggiamento di pensieri, che pen) non deve stupire negli scrittori antichi, 
meno abituati al Iiostro 'rigore logico" .46 Havelock considers the poem as a 
composite consisting of self-contained aphorisms worked into a continuous 
argument and largely coinciding with the couplet-division. He concedes that 
Solon has introduced a higher level of reflection into the Hesiodic technique of 
excerpting and reworking of such aphorisms. Though he avoids the narrative 
mode, Solon's use of present tense verbs, associative linking and formulaic 
vocabulary from epic indicate a general debt to an oral reservoir. 47 

Fragment 13W begins with an invocation and appeal to the Muses as the 
daughters of Mnemosyne. The nature of the appeal and its relation to the poem 
as a whole have been much debated. 4

H What is relevant to our discussion is the 
importance of the initial word of the poem: Mv1woauv11s· The Muses are here 
identified as the daughters of Mnemosyne , goddess of memory. The identification 
may be purely conventional, but it is no less rooted in the mnemonic nature and 
function of early Greek poetry. 4~ Solon asks the Muses for oA.~ot; , which comes 
from the gods ; and for 86~a , which is bestowed by men. In Solon's society such 
86~a was carried by word of mouth , so that Mnemosyne is the relevant goddess to 
whom to direct the request. Elsewhere Solon is concerned with the reputation he 
might have among men: ahva yap Civ <pant; f\8£ J.lET'av8pci:lrcmat y£vono 
(fr.2,3W; cf. 32, 1-4). In Plato's Tinzaeus, the stories Critias tells of Solon 
depend on his recollection and the influence or aiel of Mnemosyne. 50 

We turn now to fr.4W , one of the three nigh-complete surviving poems and a 
crucial text in Solon's legacy , in order to examine Solon's use of traditional, 
mainly Homeric poetic diction, the structuring of the thought, and the purpose of 
the poetry in the context of the society or audience for which it was created. 

Solon shared with other Greek poets a pool of poetic diction provided by 
Homer. It is worth recalling that it is in Solon's time, and specifically under the 
rule of Peisistratus , that tradition records the recension of the Homeric poems,5

' 

and Plutarch (Sol. 10) relates how Solon added two lines to Homer's catalogue of 
ships(//. 2, 557) to sanction Athenian claims to Salamis. Solon's contact with the 
Homeric poems could thus have been via the general 'oral reservoir' which 
formed the basis of Greek paideia52 as well as the more specific contact with a 
written version of Homer. At any rate, given the importance of the traditional 
poetic diction, it is not surprising to find many Homeric borrowings and echoes in 
Solon's work. 

Fragment 4 opens with an accumulation of Homeric words and phrases with 
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which Solon informs the Athenians that 'our city' (fU.lE1EpYJ n:6A.tc;, I) will not be 
destroyed by Zeus' decree (Ka1a t:ltoc; ... I aicrav, 1- 2)53 or the will ofthe blessed , 
immortal gods (l.lUKciprov 8EWV a8avci1roV, 2),54 because Pallas Athena , great
hearted guardian and daughter of a mighty father (l.lEYci8ul.loc; £n:icrKon:oc; 
6~ptl.lon:ci1pYJ, 3),55 stretches forth her hands in protection (XEi:pac; un:Ep8Ev EXEt, 
4) .56 It is impossible to be sure how these Homeric echoes struck Solon 's 
audience. Perhaps there was immediate recognition , a sense of pride in 'our city' 
and a delight in the dignity and sonority of the poetic language. If so, Solon soon 
disappointed them, for after the assurances of the opening lines (1-4), the theme 
and tone change to analysis of the unhealthy state of Athens and rebuke of her 
citizens. 57 After the epic colouring there follows Solon's personal diagnosis of the 
ills affecting the 'great city' (l.lEyciA.rtv n:6A.tv ,5) which is being destroyed by its 
own citizens (5-6). Homeric echoes all but vanish 58 to make way for the poet's 
own personal statement and diction. 59 

The malpractices of the people (acrwi ,6) and their leaders (f]yEI.l6vrov ,7) are 
then listed: the former are guilty of rashness or folly (acppa8inmv, 5) and of being 
motivated by possessions (XPrJI.lUcrt n:Et86~tEVOl, 6), the latter of unjust attitude 
(a8tKoc; v6oc;, 7) and hybris (u~pwc; EK l.lf:YUAYJ<;, 8). 

The thought of this section advances by antithesis (1-4- 5-8: safety under the 
gods, destruction by the citizens) and a balancing parallelism (6-7: citizens' folly 
and greed , leaders' injustice and arrogance) which Frankel has labelled 'pendulum' 
('Pendeln ') structure, and which is typical of archaic and orally communicated 
thought .r.o 

The following section (9-14) expands on the unjust behaviour of the leaders in 
another such typical thought-pattern, associative linking. 6

' The leaders cannot 
limit their excessive wealth (KU1EXEtv K6pov, 9) or inhibit the enjoyment offered 
at their banquets (n:apoucrac;/Eucppom.\vac; Kocr~tdv 8an6c;, 9f.) ;62 they emich 
themselves unjustly (n:A.om£oumv 8'a8iKmc; EPYI.!Ucrt n:Et86i.!EVOt, II), show no 
respect for sacred or profane property and steal left and right (12f. ), and do not 
preserve the 'reverend foundations of Justice' (crEI.lVU LltKllS 8£~tE8A.a, 14). 

The items of the aristocrats' behaviour are concrete and situational elaborations 
of a central idea, the accumulation of wealth by unjust means. There is no linear 
progression in time , nor any causal subordination. Also, the items are included to 
persuade by their emotional or affective value: the aristocracy is guilty of a lack of 
sophrosyne and decorum , of committing injustice , sacrilege and theft , and of 
h.ybris. The whole exhibits the synchronicity of archaic thought in the use of 
present tense verbs of action to build up a graphic ' reality' in the present, and to 
sway a live audience. 63 

With the appearance of the personified Dike, who silently knows present and 
past (1a ytyv6i.!EVU n:p6 1'E6vw, 15- 'a kind of Mnemosyne')l>~ and eventually 
appears for retribution (16), the poem reaches a turning-point. The action of 
Dike is also seen as present before the mind's eye: the use of the gnomic aorist 
T]A.8 ' indicates a timelessness which, together with the present participle mywcra, 
the verb cruvm8E and the adverb miv1roc; , presents before the . listener a graphic, 
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ever-present view of Justice. For the Greek audience the Homeric phrase -ru 
ytyVOJlf:Va rrp6 -r'Mv-ra, with TQ'> XPOVCfl and arrOT£lO"OJlEVT] did not state a 
historical time-sequence of past, present and future, but rather brought past and 
future action into relation with the present, here mycocm auvm8£. 'Archaic time', 
says Prier, 'is the time ofthe present'. 65 

The next section (17-29) creates the image of the progressive destruction of 
the entire polis down to each individual. Like an inescapable sore (£/.xoc; 
a<puKwv, 17), this corruption leads to the enslavement of the city (8ouA.oaUVTJV, 
18), fraternal conflict (a-r6.atv EJl<puA.ov, 19) and war (rr6A.cJlOV, 19), which destroys 
the flower of the country's youth (oc; ... Epan'jv &A.ca£v iJA.tKiT]v, 20), for soon at 
the hands of its internal enemies the city wastes away in the associations of the 
unjust (21f. ). 66 From the consequences for the city ( -rau-ra JlEV EV 8iJJ1Cfl a-rpE<p£Tat 
KaKa, 23), the poem concentrates down to the lot awaiting each individual (23-
25): exile and bondage. 67 

The personification built up in EPX£Tat (17), f\A.u8£ (18), Err£y£ip£t (19) and 
mpE<p£-rat (23), and suggesting some kind of animal,68 is continued. The common 
evil enters (EPX£Tat again, 26) each house; outside doors are to no avail (27); it 
leaps over high hedging, seeks out its prey, even into the privacy of the 
bedchamber (28f.). 

This section (17 -29) exhibits in its thought -structure a cohesion which, seen as 
a cause-effect reiation, led Jaeger and others to explain the nature and working of 
Dike as that of an immanent, cosmic moral force in nature and human existen~e. 69 

Dike, personified already in Hesiod as the sister ofEunomia and Eirene, children 
of Zeus and Themis, 70 is interpreted as 'due share' (Jaeger)/1 or 'lawful 
procedure' (Gagarin). 72 Eunomia, the cure Solon proposes for Athens (32-39), 
is also interpreted as an inherent order in society. 73 This view of Dike and 
Eunomia has been challenged by Treu, Ostwald, Masaracchia, Gagarin and 
Havelock. 74 They reject the idea of Dike and Eunomia as universal, cosmic moral 
forces in Solon's thought, arguing instead for a concrete and specific interpre
tation in the context of especially economic and legal transactions and procedure. 

Certainly a 'causality' or 'logic' is evident in the progression from wound to 
war, and from entire city to individual inhabitant. But the vision is concrete: the 
stages of the degeneration are seen as a sequence of actions carried out by the 
same agent. The personification of Dike (15f.) and the animation of the 
corruption that threatens the polis and its people dominate, and there is no sign in 
the language of the abstraction of Dike into an immanent moral principle or law. 

Instead the actions are cast graphically in the present: EPX£Tat ( 17, 26), Err£y£ip£t 
(19), -rpixcwt (22), mpE<p£Tat (23), iKvEov-rat (24), E8EA.oum (27), with more 
gnomic aorists: f\A.u8£ (18), &A.wcv (20), urrEp8op£v (28) and cOp£ ... rravnoc; (28). 
The events in lines 24f. are arranged ua-rcpov rrp6-r£pov. 75 The scene is synchronic, 
not historic. The 'logic' of wound- slavery- stasis- war-loss of life- wearing out 
of the delightful city- exile of the poor- pursuit of the individual into his eaA.aJloc; 
lies, not on the level of abstract causality as we see it (i.e. one event following 
inevitably upon the previous one), but of affective and emotional images and the 
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concreteness of actual situation (i.e . a concrete vignette in which the phases of 
pegeneration are recalled as a composite drawn from actual case-histories) . 76 The 
audience is not persuaded by the 'logical chain' of inevitability, but by the truth of 
the total picture in which any one of the elements or phases implies the others. 

This applies more clearly to Eunomia whose actions are listed in the final 
section of the poem (32-39). She brings order and perfection (32), places bonds 
on the unjust (33)- in contrast with the enslavement of the city (18) and its poor 
citizens (23-25) - , smoothes the uneven (34), restrains excess (34), weakens 
arrogance (34), withers the flowers of ruin (35), straightens crooked judgements 
(36), softens high-minded actions (36f. ), puts an end to the actions of discord (37) 
and the wrath of painful strife (38) , making all perfect and wise (38f.). Apart from 
the personification and the cataloguing, other elements of archaic verse compo
sition are apparent: repetition and echoing, asyndeton, chiasmus and ring
composition. Words hark back to earlier occurrences in the poem as the threads 
are gathered together: EUKOO'JlU (32; cf. KOO'JlElV, 10), a8iKotcr' (33; cf. 0.8tKO~, 7; 
a8tKOl~, 11), KOpov/u~plV (34: cf. u~plO~, 8; KOpov, 9), DiKa~ O'KOAHi (36; cf. 
CYEJlVU L1tKT]~, 14), un:Epi]8avci T'i::pya (36, 37; cf. i::pyJlam, 11), 8txocrTacriT]~ (37; 
cf. CYTam~, 19), and O.pna (32, 39). Clauses are run together without connectives 
but with chiastic linking to effect emphasis (34), while chiasmus is used in 
antithetical balancing (31f.) or in balancing similar units for emphasis (36f.). 
Verbs with rhyming endings begin their clauses (34, 35 , 36, 37, 38), and 
alliteration and assonance add to the acoustic effects (especially on ~:6- , a- and -
a~). The whole section concerning Eunomia is framed in word and sense by 
EUKOO'JlU KUi O.pna n:civT' and n:civTU 0 0 0 apna Kai mvuTci. 77 The presence of these 
elements induced Jaeger to suggest cultic influence in these lines. 78 Such cultic 
material shared in the oral tradition. But again it is the present tense and concrete 
language that bring the image and function of Eunomia before the audience's 
imagination .79 The 'order' and 'perfection' are presented in terms of real , 
particular situations without any necessary causal connection or sequence joining 
them. 

Although Solon's analysis of the maladies of Athens dominates the poem, 
there is a basic personal concern for the city and its citizens discernible throughout. 
The intial Tj~LETEPTJ 8!': n:6A.t~ strikes this note, which surfaces in JlEYUAllV n:6A.tv (5), 
acrToi and acrTu (6, 21), DTJJlOU, Dll!lOCYirov, 8i]~tcp, and 811~tocriov (7, 12, 23, 26), 
n:acrn n:oA.Et . . ./. .. 8ouA.ocruv11v (17f.), n:oUrov (20) and T<'i:Jv 8E n:Evtxprov/ .. . n:oUoi 
(23f. ). It has been pointed out by several scholars that Solon's view of the world 
and events is Athens-centric. Athens and Attica are always referred to with a 
warm pride and patriotism, even in a Homeric cliche like yf] JlEAatva (fr.36.5; 
38.4f.) .80 In fr.4 appears the clearest expression of what lay behind this feeling: 
TUUTU 8t8ci~at 8u116~ 'A8T]vaiou~ JlE KEAEUEl (30). Solon's audience was the 
Athenian citizen-body, in all probability assembled in the agora. 81 He saw himself 
as their teacher, and used poetry as the medium for his teaching, a function which 
it had always performed in Greek society. Jaeger considered this educational 
role, rather than his historical influence, as the basis of Solon's claim to our 
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continued interest. 82 Havelock interprets this 'overt didacticism' as a typical sign 
of oral poetry, but describes didactic verse as 'A li terature of cliches ... , serving 
as a transmission line for the consolidation of those common proprieties , 
embedded in epic, which had guided Greek culture in the oral period of its 
development' . Though he concedes a greater sophistication , an increased 
reflective and logical character to Solon vis-a-vis Hesiod , his view that Solon 's 
poetry is composed of a series of aphorisms, more or less logically linked 
together , is a misconception of the way in which Greek poets used traditional 
diction and material. 83 Individual creativity and conscious artistry, rather than 
mechanical and automatic borrowing, characterize poet after poet , and Solon is 
no exception. Solon's verse is in nature and function closely connected with the 
milieu from and for which it was created. And that was an Athens emerging on 
the political , economic and literary scene, and advancing into a more fully li terate 
culture . 

N OTES 

* This is a revised version of a paper read at the conference of the Classical Association of South 
Africa at the Unive rsity of Nata l (Durban) on January 19th. 198 1. 

I. However one evaluates Solon 's poli tical. social and economic reforms, the judgement o f e.g. 
Wilamowitz st ill contains an essential c lement of truth: 'Und doch ha t er in der Tat die 
Dcmokratie Athens, wenn auch nur als Vorbufe r des Kle isthencs . ... bcgrlindct' (Aris/Oteles 
und Athen, Berlin 1893, II , 66); cf. also G. Vlastos, 'Solonian Justice', CPh -II ( 194ii) 65 - 83 ; C. 
Hignctt, A Hiswry of the Athenian Constillltion to the End of the Fiji It Century BC, Oxford I 952. 
89ft'.. 108L. 156f. 

2. C f. K. Reinhardt. ·solon's Elegie Ell: EA YTON'. Rh M 71 (1 916) 128 -1 35; W. Jaeger , Paideia, 
Eng. trans!. G. Highet. New York repr. 1970. 136- 1-19: F. Will , ·Solon's Conscio usness of 
Himself'. TAP!tA 89 ( 195S) 301 -3 11. For an opposing view cf. E.A. Havelock. Th e Greek 
Concept oflustice, Cambridge, Mass.-London 1978.2-19-262. 

3. Solon's brother Dropides was also a poe t: Suda s. t·. n A.U.twv. Cf. W. Schmid . Griechische 
Litcrarurgeschichte. I, 1. 304 n.l. In the main. Solon's predecessors or contemporaries in lyric 
were Terpander. Sappho and A lcaeus (Lesbos), E umelus (Corinth) , Aleman (Spa rta) and 
Stesichorus (Himera) , and in elegy and iambus Archilochus (Paros) . Callinus (Ephesus). 
Mimnermus (Smyrna). Semonides (Amorgos) and Tyrtaeus (Sparta). C f. V . Agostino. ·Saggio 
sui frammenti poctici eli Solone '. RSC 7 ( 1959) 138- 139. 

-1 . Fr.36.11 W: yA.wmm111 .. . 'Att tKti v: I.M. Lin for th . Solon tire Athenian. Berkeley 1919, rcpr. New 
York - London 197 1, 17 : cf. H . Frankel. Early Greek Poetry and Plrilosophl' (t rans!. M. Hadas & 
J. Willis) . Oxford 1975. 218; G. Rudbcrg. ·solon. Attika. Attisch· . SO 29 ( 1952) 3f. 

5. C f. Arisl. A tlr. Pol. 4 1.2; H . Frisch. Miglrt and Right in A ntiquity (Trans!. C.C. Martindale ). 
Copenhagen 19-19 , repr. New York 1976, 11 9ft'.. and D.M. MacDowell. Tire Lall' in Classiml 
Atlr ens. London ILJ7S. -lltl. V. Ehrenberg. Die Reclusidee i111 ji-iilren Grieclren11un . Leipzig 192 1, 
repr. Darmstadt 1966. IOSL. ascribes the codifi cation to Draco, or (if he did no t ex ist) to some 
o ther individual (n.5). and sees Solon's cont ri bution in the change from ·re in juristischc Form'to 
·poli tische Gesetze' in the widest sense (121f. ). 

ii. M. Ostwald . No111os r'lld tire Beginnings ofA tlrenian Democracy. Oxford 1969, csp. 3- 6. 15-17. 
4-1 - 55. 

7. Lin forth. op. cit. 16. Solon himself refers to his wrillcn legislation: 0£Gltouc; i.:ypUIJIU (fr.36. IS-
lOWest). 

8. Cf. esp. E.A. Have lock. Preface to Plato. Lnndon 1963. 
ll. M.L. West , lw nbi et Elegi Gmeci an te Ale.randrun1 cw1tllli, II, O xford 1972. 

10. Cf. Linforth , op. cit. 182; Jaeger. op. cit. 136-1 38: and also the testimonia in A. Martina. Solon: 
Testi111onia Veterum. Rome 1968.5 1-57(nos .I OO- ll 2) . 7S-ll5(nos.l32-220).278- 314(nos . 
59 1- 6LJ9). and3 15-328 (nos. 700-735). 
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II. Fr.31 W . quoted by Plut. Sol. 3.5 (cf.3 1 ): cf. W . Aly. RE Ill A I. col. LJ52: Linfo rth. op. cit. 214, 
who makes the valid poinl'lhat if Solon had writte n o nl y the opening. it would have been 
ckstroyecl, and ir he had vers ifi ed his e ntire code, more would have survived. On th e o th e r hand . 
however. it w:ts quite a natural desire o n the part o f Solo n to want to prese rve hi s laws in a 
traditional fo rm such as epic. whe ther he actua ll y achieved such a fea t o r not. 

12. Linfo rth , op. cir. 7; cf. Aly. R E Ill A I. co l. 95 1. 
13. Diog. Lacn . 1. 62 : schol. ad Plat. Re111p. 599E (=Martin a . op. cir. 4 no. 5). Lucian's figure o f 100 
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14. Plat. Ti111. 20DI'r. ; 113A , B: Plut. Sui. 2<i; 31: St rab . 2 . 3. 6; Dioclor. I. 9<i, I; lustin. Cohorr. ad 

ge111. 12: Euseb. Pmep. £,·. 10. -1 , 47 1 ( = Migne. PC 21. col. 784): cr. Martina. op. cit. 22-30 
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16 . C L inrer alia A . Lcsky. A f-l isrury of ,reek Lirerarure (trans!. J . Willis & C. de !-lee r) , Londo n 
1966, 123. 

17. Plat. Ti111 . 21C. D.transl. R.G. Bury. Loeb editio n . London ILJ66 . 
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19. Plut. Sol. 3. transla ted by B. Perrin. Loeb edi tion , Lo ndon 1959. 
20. Arisroreles und Arhen. II. 66 . 
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22 . Th e WorkandLif(• o(Su/on.Carcliff-LonclonlY26.13.17l . 
23. Up. cit. 211). 
24. Op. cit. 6f. 
25 . Op. cit. 23(if. 
26. Op. cir. 363 . 
27. TA PitA X9 ( I '!58) 30 Iff. 
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2LJ . Prej(rcc. l2l:cf. 1 3 1tLI ~. 
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1-'reuss . . -\ fwd .. Berlin l lJ26, 6LJ -i-:5 ( = .-lnrike Lyrik. ~d. W. Eisenhut. Darmstadt ILJ70 , lJ-31 ). 

3 1. Cl'. Havelock . Preji1ce. 37ff. Ge ntili , QUCC 8 (1 969) 101'.: 'Lirica grcca arca ica c tarclo arcaica' , 
lnrrodu:ione alia sntdio della cu/rura c/assica . ed. F. cle lla Corte. Mi lan 1'!72. vo l.l , 63ff.: Pavese . 
op. cit. '!8- 103. 20'!- 2 11. For a su rvey of the problem and various theories cf. A. He ubeck , 
A rchaeologica 1-folllcrica I I I, Kapitcl X , Gii ttingcn l lJ79. T'> -1 84. 

32 . C r. D. A. Campbe ll, ·Flutes and Elegiac Couple ts', .If-IS 19M. 63-liS: M. West. Studies in Greek 
Elegv and Iambus , Berlin-New York ILJ7-I. 2. 10- 14 , 35ff. Plato (Phd. 27SB-C) d istinguishes 
be twee n prose write rs such as Lysias, poets whose poetry was accompanied by music o r sim ply 
chanted (e.g . H omer). and others like Solon who crea ted laws. Athenaeus ( 14 , 632D) me ntio ns 
that Xe nophanes. Solo n . Theognis . Phocy lides and the Corinthi an e legiac poet Periande r did no t 
add melodies to the ir poetry. Plato refe rs o nly to Solon's wrill en laws : the poet ry would fa ll unde r 
the group of chanted or 'rccited verse. Athenacus· sta tement means that Solon did no t compose 
music for his verse. i. e. it was chanted o r rL' cited . 

33 . Plat. Ti111. 11 3A. B . 
3-1. Plut. Sol. 8: cr. Diog. Laert. 1.2.2. who places a ga rlan d o n Solo n' s head. and has a hera ld deliver 

the poem. R. Flace lie re. ·Le bonnet de Solon·. REA 4LJ ( llJ-17) 235-247. a rgues that thcpilidion is 
not a herald 's cap but a nightcap n r invalid's cap worn to e nfo rce the appearance of madness. It is 
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_,5_ cr. LSJ s. \'. GL•vtl~:m; ILJ: Guvri0 11 ~u 11 :;_ 
36. C r. Lin forth . up. cir. 16. <1yo p£UE <V rekrs to speech already in Hom. // . 2. 780. Solo n rebukes th e 
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B. Gentili, Polinnia, Messina-Florence '1973, 20 , point out the dramatic effect of the initial 
atm:i~. Cf. Linforth , op. cit. 215f. ; Masaracchia , op. cit. 245f. 
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43. Op. cit. 123-125. 
44. Sapplro und Simonides, Berlin 1913 , repr. 1966,265. 
45. R. Lattimore , 'The First Elegy of Solon ' , A JPh 68 (1947) 169 , 173; cf. A.W. Allen , 'Solo n's 

Praye r to the Muses', TAPhA 80 (1949) 50-65; Masaracchia, op. cit. 228-229. 
46. RSC7 (1959) 142. 
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50. Plat. Tim . 21A , 26, 108. 
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